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"Because sediment layers of lakes are layered, it allows one to hatch animals that lived in nature decades ago," Chaturvedi said. "Using this so-called 'resurrection ecology' approach, we can thus ...

Water fleas demonstrate rapid evolution in response to predation
They pursue a holistic approach and integrate physiological, neural, ecological and evolutionary perspectives, questions and methods into their research. In 2019, the Max Planck Institute of Animal ...

Max Planck Institute of Animal Behavior
Inheritance of social status, and its associated costs and benefits, is well demonstrated in humans. Whether such an intergenerational system occurs in other species is harder to demonstrate. Ilany et ...

Rank-dependent social inheritance determines social network structure in spotted hyenas
Along with climate change and a widespread loss of biodiversity, plastic pollution now plays a predominant role in altering ecosystems globally. Here, we review the occurrence of plastic ingestion by ...

Plastic ingestion as an evolutionary trap: Toward a holistic understanding
His research focuses on sexual selection in the animal kingdom and how it shapes the evolution of species ... and his team are currently taking a closer look at this unusual behavior. Since most ...

University of Zurich: Biologist examines what gives male animals the edge to sexual selection.
A distinct neural network, including the nucleus accumbens as a central hub, is active when rats are exposed to trapped ingroup members they had previously helped escape a trap, but not for outgroup ...

Neural correlates of ingroup bias for prosociality in rats
Two UC Davis Department of Entomology and Nematology faculty members are now full professors, and a third faculty member has achieved tenure as associate professor. Professor Chiu joined the ...

Three UC Davis Entomology Faculty Achieve Promotions
This odd behavior has kept this wasp species alive ... they can also "walk." When they approach the bottom of a lake or canal, they pull out four legs from their sides to crawl around their ...

6 weird animals that evolution came up with
Dogs are born with an innate ability to read human gestures that is not apparent in their closest relative, wolves. Even when wolf puppies are carefully raised by humans and hand-fed for weeks, ...

Dogs Innately Understand Humans in Ways That Wolves Can't, Experiment Shows
“Evolution against this disease is happening very quickly ... databases and pinpointed her observations on previously mapped genomes of bats and other animals (like ground squirrels and mice). “Our ...

White-nose syndrome has devastated bats—but some are developing immunity
The parasite that causes toxoplasmosis could play a bigger role in animal behavior than we thought, according to a first-of-its-kind study in Kenya.

Mind-controlling parasite makes hyena cubs more reckless around lions
Octopuses (it’s incorrect to say “octopi,” to my despair) are having a moment: There are award-winning books, documentaries and even science fiction about them. I suspect it’s the same hunger that ...

How Octopuses Upend What We Know About Ourselves
Hyenas are a highly social species, living in groups that can number more than 100. But within their clans, there is order: A specific matrilineal hierarchy governs societies in this species where ...

High-ranking hyena mothers pass their social networks to their cubs
After eight weeks of exposure to ecologically plausible levels of methamphetamines, the fish tended to prefer meth-laced water over water without the drug.

Trout Appear to Get Hooked on Meth
In a recent paper, the DeepMind team, (Silver et al., 2021 ... Chomsky also criticized Skinner’s approach because it assumed that for any exhibited behavior there must have been some reward.

Training AI: Reward is not enough
In spotted hyena societies, inherited social networks - passed from mothers to offspring - are essential to hyena life and survival, according to a new study.

Inherited social networks shape spotted hyena society and survival
the genetics of this troop's members—and others like them—are providing researchers in the College of Natural Resources and Environment with new understandings of how and why animal behavior ...

Mongoose in the city: How landscape can impact disease transmission in Botswana
Moving from shade into light, the cat-sized animals scan the area for signs ... with new understandings of how and why animal behavior changes in proximity to human development and how that ...
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